
AP Art & Design 2D and Drawing 
Summer Assignments 

VAHSPA.PR.1 Plan, prepare, and present 
works of art for exhibition in school, 
virtual environment, and/or portfolio 
presentation. 
a. Exhibit works of art with written 
supporting statement(s) that 
communicates context and/or intent of 
the works of art or presentation. 

Part 1 Essay- Formulate and Identify in 

writing questions that guide a sustained 

investigation. Think about the following 

questions and answer them in your 

sketchbook. What intrigues you? What 

piques your curiosity? What is your artistic 

voice? Why are you researching this topic? 

What do you want to consider? What art 

principles would you like to examine? What 

media would you like to explore? What 

technique do you want to scrutinize? If you 

had to interview a professional artist who 

would it be and why? What work of art 

would you like to inspect? .Due August 

10,2020 

Your portfolio will eventually be a 

submission of 15 digital images (photos of 

artwork in various media) that demonstrate 

the following and 5 selected works that 

depict sustained investigation through 

practice, experimentation, and revision § 

Sustained investigation of materials, 

processes, and ideas § Synthesis of 

materials, processes, and ideas § 2-D/3-

D/drawing skills (depending on type of 

portfolio submitted) State the following in 

writing: § Identify the questions that guided 

your sustained investigation § Describe how 

your sustained investigation shows 

evidence of practice, experimentation, and 

revision guided by your questions (1200 

characters maximum, including  spaces 

Part 2 Rough Draft due August 10,2020. 

Part 3 
VAHSVAMC.2 Finds and solves 

problems through open-ended inquiry, 

the consideration of multiple options, 

weighing consequences, and assessing 

results.  a. Uses sketchbook journal to 

research and experiment with artistic 

conventions to communicate ideas. 

Objective: Compose, plan and develop 

experiments using the elements and 

principles of design. 

Project must include examples students’ 

own drawings and illustrations. 

1) Define elements and principles of 

design and cite three different online 

sources in a bibliography. 

2) Depict the element or principle by 

drawing, illustration or painting on 

one or two pages of your 

sketchbook. See IB Process 

Portfolio Student Samples. Focus on 

one element or principle per page or 

two pages. 

3) Choose from a list 6 elements and 

6 principles. Fully investigate the 

concept so you can perceive it in the 

artworks of other artist and master it 

yourself. 

4) List of elements and principles; 

point, line, shape ,plane, layer, form, 

space, texture, color, value, opacity, 

transparency, time, unity, variety, 

rhythm, movement, proportion, 

scale, balance, emphasis, contrast, 

repetition, figure/ground relationship, 

connection, juxtaposition, hierarchy. 

Suggested Materials you need to 

purchase :  

1. Canson XL Mix Media 

Sketchbook ( blue cover) 98lb 

paper, can handle dry and wet 

media. Michael’s has curbside 

service due to COVID1 

 



Materials: Any art materials you have at 

home. You may also use the following 

tempera, watercolor, acrylic, spray 

paints. Oil and chalk aka soft and hard 

pastels, markers, colored pencils, a 

variety of gel pens and drawing pencils. 

 

For further clarity see examples of 

APSketchbooks on Pinterest. 
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